Bea Schlingelhoff: soft mime win
In an informative blog post, London’s Courtauld Institute of Art speculates that one of the earliest examples
of an artist’s signature, in its own collection at least, is Bernardo Daddi’s Polyptych: The Crucifixion and
Saints (1348 AD). At the bottom of this multi-panel altarpiece is a line that translates to: “In the year of our
Lord 1348, Bernardus, whom Florence made, painted me.”1
There are numerous examples of artists signing artworks in Ancient Greece and Rome. The classicist
Jeffrey M. Hurwit writes of a very early handwritten artist’s autograph inscribed on the base of a kouros
(650–600 BC) by the sculptor Euthykartides. It reads: “Euthykartides the Naxian dedicated me, having
made [me].”2
Signatures play an operative role in Bea Schlingelhoff’s softmimewin series, documentation of which is
on view in the exhibition soft mime win at Cherish, Geneva.3 While early signatures were assertions of
origin or devotional gestures, the form has, in the modern period, acquired the status of currency in
the international art market. It is this market that soft mime win addresses as its object of critique. Each
photographic print in the display depicts a framed document that was included in a prior exhibition by
Schlingelhoff, beginning with her solo exhibition Auftrag: No Offence (2017) at Istituto Svizzero, Milan.
The two-page text represents a negotiation between artist and gallery director (and occasionally other
parties such as curator) over the terms upon which artworks are to be shown. The director is invited to
make modifications, largely represented as handwritten notes, to produce a final edit that is signed by all
collaborating persons if consensus is met.4
The signatures on each document do not only index the authorship of an aesthetic object (though this
function is performed) but confront the conditions within which objects and ideas circulate. Women
and gender-non-confirming artists have long known this circulation to be restrictive. The experience
of seventeenth century Dutch genre painter Judith Leyster, whose signature was obscured so that her
portraits could be attributed to Frans Hals, a male contemporary with a higher market value, is one
among countless others of the nefarious misogyny of the art market, which Schlingelhoff’s series joyfully
and proactively negates.
Yet these are not petitions to grant non-male artists access to the Ruinart Lounge at Art Basel, or other
of the so-called privileges of oppression. The negotiations can be read as sensitive deconstructions of
the historical relation between gender and subjectivity. Jamaican essayist Sylvia Wynter describes this
nexus eloquently when she asserts: “This issue is that of the genre of the human, the issue whose target
of abolition is the ongoing collective production of our present ethnoclass mode of being human, Man:
above all, its overrepresentation of its well-being as that of the human species as a whole, rather than as
it is veridically: that of the Western and westernized (or conversely) global middle classes.” 5 In her writing,
Wynter powerfully criticizes modes of economic production that are tied to definitions of the individual
human subject. Within the art field, it has been shown that the value of objects is defined by the social
relations that are reproduced through its institutional structures. Ambitiously delinking subjectivity from
representation, soft mime win attempts to provisionally design—or de-sign—a cultural discourse in which
the feminist ethic of interpersonal care is practiced as institutional critique.
								- Harry Burke
Cherish and the artist would like to thank Harry Burke & Benjamin Eliott
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The exhibition runs through August 31st
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contact: info@cherishhhh.ch
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6. softmimewin VI (London, Arcadia Missa), 2020
documentation photo by Tim Bowdich, print on aluminum,
47x31,5 cm, cardinal wall paint, variable dimension

5. softmimewin V (Oslo, Schloss), 2020
documentation provided by Schloss, print on aluminum, 80x60
cm, cardinal wall paint, variable dimension

4. softmimewin IV (Milan, Istituto Svizzero), 2020
documentation photo by Giulio Boem, print on aluminum,
90x60 cm,cardinal wall paint, variable dimension

3. softmimewin III (Basel, Kunsthalle Basel), 2020
documentation photo by Philipp Hänger, print on aluminum,
60x40 cm, cardinal wall paint, variable dimension

2. softmimewin II (Cologne, Kölnischer Kunstverein), 2020
documentation photo by Mareike Tocha, print on aluminum,
47x31,5 cm, cardinal wall paint, variable dimension

1. softmimewin I (Düsseldorf, Galerie Max Mayer), 2020
documentation provided by Galerie Max Mayer, print on aluminum, 75x50 cm, cardinal wall paint, variable dimension
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